
5) The snake slithering into the river.

4) I raking the leaves in the yard today.

Choose one of the three helping verbs – is, am, or are – to complete each sentence. 

7) Patrick making a paper boat.

8) I going to the park.

6) The boys climbing the trees.

10) They collecting plastic bottles.

9) He stacking the books.

1) I going to my granny’s house in Seattle now.

2) Lisa singing a lullaby to her baby.

3) My cousins boarding their !ight to Italy.
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Example: Robert is doing his homework.

A helping verb, or auxiliary verb, precedes the main verb in a 

sentence. It adds details, such as time and mood, to the main verb.
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5) isThe snake slithering into the river.

4) I raking the leaves in the yard today.am

Choose one of the three helping verbs – is, am, or are – to complete each sentence. 

7) Patrick is making a paper boat.

8) I am going to the park.

6) The boys are climbing the trees.

10) They are collecting plastic bottles.

9) He is stacking the books.

1) I am going to my granny’s house in Seattle now.

2) Lisa singing a lullaby to her baby.is

3) My cousins boarding their !ight to Italy.are
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Example: Robert is doing his homework.

A helping verb, or auxiliary verb, precedes the main verb in a 

sentence. It adds details, such as time and mood, to the main verb.
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